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Abstract—This paper gives a general view of the control
possibilities for dc-dc converters in dc nanogrids. A widely
adopted control method is the droop control, which is able to
achieve proportional load sharing among multiple sources and
to stabilize the voltage of the dc distribution bus. Based on
the droop control, several advanced control functions can be
implemented. For example, power-based droop controllers allow
dc-dc converters to operate with power flow control or droop
control, whether the hosting nanogrid is operating connected
to a strong upstream grid or it is operating autonomously
(i.e., islanded). Converters can also be equipped with various
supporting functions. Functions that are expected to play a
crucial role in nanogrids that fully embrace the plug-and-play
paradigm are those aiming at the monitoring and tuning of the
key performance indices of the control loops. On-line stability
monitoring tools respond to this need, by continuously providing
estimates of the stability margins of the loops of interest; self-
tuning can be eventually achieved on the basis of the obtained
estimates. These control solutions can significantly enhance the
operation and the plug-and-play feature of dc nanogrids, even
with a variable number of hosted converters. Experimental
results are reported to show the performance of the control
approaches.

Index Terms—dc nanogrids; dc-dc converters; droop control;
seamless transition; on-line stability monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) have been drawing
more and more attention from both research and industry
fields. DERs consist of distributed generators (DGs), which
are typically based on renewable sources (e.g., photovoltaic,
wind), and energy storage systems (ESSs) (e.g., batteries,
super capacitors). Different kinds of DERs and local customers
loads can be grouped in nanogrid [1]. Due to the dc nature
of many DERs and loads, dc nanogrids show a more direct
compatibility than their ac counterparts. The advantages of dc
nanogrids include higher system efficiency, which is achieved
by reducing dc-ac and ac-dc conversion stages, and simpler
control strategies, because frequency and reactive power con-
trol issues are not present [2]. Generally, dc nanogrids can
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Figure 1. Example of a generic dc nanogrid.

be linked to upstream grids (e.g., the utility, higher-level dc
microgrids), increasing the flexibility of energy management.
An example of dc nanogrid of generic layout is shown in
Fig. 1.

In a dc nanogrid, the DERs and the upstream grids are
interfaced with the common dc bus by DERs converters, most
of which are dc-dc converters, and Grid-Interface Converters
(GICs), respectively. Indeed, these converters serve as key
components that give the possibility of performing various
control functions, supporting a smart nanogrid. There are two
main control objectives of DERs converters in dc nanogrids:
a) regulating the power exchanged with the nanogrid; b)
stabilizing the dc bus voltage and to balance the power within
the nanogrid. Since these two goals are in conflict, each DERs
converter can operate to fulfill only one of the two at a
time. Droop control is a well-known solution for the case of
multiple DERs converters connected to a common dc bus. In
particular, it concurrently achieves bus voltage regulation and
automatic load distribution [3]. With droop control applied,
the load power is dispatched to DERs converters in inverse
proportion to the droop coefficients, and the bus voltage varies
in a predefined range as the total nanogrid load changes.
Droop control can be implemented in different ways, thus
attaining different control properties [4]. This part will be
further addressed in the following section.
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Figure 2. Droop-controlled DERs converters. (a) V-I droop; (b) I-V droop.

Although droop control provides a satisfactory strategy for
nanogrids, additional enhancements are needed to achieve op-
timal operation. For instance, when a dc nanogrid is connected
to an upstream grid, that is, in grid-connected mode, it is
possible for DERs converters to utilize the droop control [5].
The drawback of doing this is obvious: DERs converters do not
have the freedom of regulating their output power. Instead, the
output powers are determined by the load consumption and the
droop functions. In grid-connected mode, DERs converters are
expected to operate with power flow control rather than droop
control. In this way, renewable energy sources can maximize
their output power, and energy storage systems can charge
or discharge to maintain energy stored in a reasonable level
[6]. Unfortunately, another problem arises with this control
approach. Once the dc nanogrid is disconnected from the
upstream grid, that is, in islanded mode, DERs converters
should take the responsibility of regulating the dc bus voltage,
which means they need to switch from power flow control
to bus voltage control. Usually, to ensure the stability of the
nanogrid during the transition, this switch can rely on time-
critical communications with other elements in the nanogrid,
or it can be triggered by abnormal variations of the dc bus
voltage [7]. However, these two approaches increase the sys-
tem complexity and decrease reliability. Hence, it is necessary
to develop a control approach which allows dc nanogrids to
seamlessly disconnect from the upstream grids.

Plug and Play is one of the major features of dc nanogrids.
Sources and loads can plug into the distribution grids at any
time, bringing to continuous changes in the configuration and
structure of the nanogrid. This, together with the possibility
of operating grid-connected or autonomously, poses relevant
challenges in system stability [8]. In this context, on-line
estimates of the converters stability margins can be effectively
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Figure 3. Control scheme of an example V-I droop-controlled converter.

exploited for monitoring purposes and to tune the converters
controllers, thus ensuring a more reliable operation [9].

This paper reviews the control approaches for dc-dc con-
verters in dc nanogrids to stress the feature of plug and play.
The similarity and difference between two different imple-
mentation methods of droop control are explored. Auxiliary
functions, like seamless transition between different operation
modes and on-line stability monitoring, are also introduced for
the converters.

II. IMPLEMENTATIONS OF DROOP CONTROL

Droop control is widely used to operate parallel connected
converters in nanogrids. It can be regarded as the basis
for other advanced control techniques. The implementation
methods of droop control strategy can be categorized into two
types: voltage-current (V-I) droop and current-voltage (I-V)
droop, as shown in Fig. 2. The V-I droop method generates
the output voltage reference v∗o based on the sampled output
current io and the droop coefficient rd, which is typically
designed as a constant:

v∗o = V0 − io · rd (1)

where V0 is the voltage set point at no load condition. On the
other hand, The I-V droop control calculates the output current
reference i∗o according to the measured output voltage vo and
the droop coefficient rd. The droop function is shown below:

i∗o =
V0 − vo
rd

(2)

A buck converter is used as an example to better explain
the characteristics of these two droop methods. The system
parameters are reported in Table I.

A. V-I droop control

The control scheme of the V-I droop-controlled converter is
shown in Fig. 3. The system parameters in this example are
reported in Table I. It can be found that the V-I droop controller
consists of an inductor current loop, an output voltage loop,
and a droop loop. Regarding the controller design, generally,
the current loop is designed at first, the voltage loop is then
considered. Finally, the droop loop is closed. PI controllers are
usually used for current regulator Gi(s) and voltage regulator
Gv(s) to achieve zero dc steady-state errors.



Table I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter Symbol Value

Input voltage Vin 650V
Nominal bus voltage Vo 380V
Nominal power Pn 5 kW
Inductance L 1.6mH
Output capacitance Co 105µF
Switching frequency fs 25 kHz

Voltage set point V0 380V
Droop resistance rd 1.52V/A
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Figure 4. Bode diagram of the output impedance ZV I
od .

To evaluate the steady-state and dynamic performances of
this converter, its output impedance ZV Iod , which reflects the
output voltage fluctuations during load changes, is analyzed.
By designing the current loop bandwidth and the voltage
loop bandwidth at 2 kHz and 1 kHz respectively, the resulting
output impedance ZV Iod is depicted in Fig. 4. As can be
seen, ZV Iod is equal to the droop coefficient rd in the low
frequency range. Then, its magnitude becomes higher than
rd in the frequency range from 10Hz to 1 kHz. In the high
frequency range, ZV Iod is dominated by the output capacitance.
Further, it can be inferred that the bus voltage would show a
significant undershoot or overshoot when having a step up or
step down in load. To reduce the voltage undershoot/overshoot,
the V-I droop controller needs to be improved or the output
capacitance should be increased.

B. I-V droop control

The I-V droop controller is applied to the same buck
converter and the control scheme is presented in Fig. 5.
Compared to the V-I droop controller, the I-V droop controller
removes the output voltage control loop, thus resulting in a
simpler control structure.

The bode diagram of the output impedance ZIVod is given
in Fig. 6. In the low frequency range, ZIVod is also equal
to the droop coefficient rd, which means the same steady-
state performance as the V-I droop controller. Differently, the
magnitude of ZIVod is always below rd in the high frequency
range. As a consequence, the I-V droop-controlled converter
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Figure 5. Control scheme of an example I-V droop-controlled converter.
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regulates its output voltage without any undershoot or over-
shoot during load changes. From this standpoint, the I-V droop
control outperforms the V-I droop control.

III. ON-LINE STABILITY MONITORING TOOL

The on-line stability monitoring of a generic control loop
of an electronic power converter in dc nanogrids applications
is investigated in [9]. This approach is an extension of the
Middlebrook’s injection technique [10] to digitally-controlled
switch-mode power converters. The technique consists in
injecting a small-signal perturbation with given frequency into
the control loop under study and measuring the loop gain
at that frequency. As shown in Fig. 7, the digital controller
implementation including, in particular, an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), a discrete-time compensator, and a digital
pulse width modulator (DPWM) is considered for this appli-
cation.

By referring to Fig. 7, the loop gain evaluated at f̃ is:

T (s)|s=j2πf̃ = − sy(s)

sx(s)

∣∣∣∣
s=j2πf̃

= −sy(j 2πf̃)
sx(j 2πf̃)

, (3)

where sx and sy are respectively the signals after and before
injection point. By definition, the crossover frequency fc of the
control loop corresponds to the frequency f̃ of the perturbation
signal at which the open-loop transfer function shows unity
gain, while the phase margin PM is the phase shift between
sx(j2πf̃) and sy(j2πf̃). That is, if:

|T (j 2πf̃)| = 1. (4)
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Figure 7. On-line stability monitoring for digitally-controlled converters (a
generic control loop).

then: fc = f̃ and PM = ˜PM = 180◦ + ∠T (j 2πf̃) =
∠sy(j 2πf̃)−∠sx(j 2πf̃), where ˜PM indicates the estimated
phase margin.

Thus, as shown in Fig. 7, the principle of the proposed
crossover frequency and phase-margin estimation technique is
to extract the amplitudes and the phases of signals sx, sy , and
then to adjust the frequency f̃ of the injected perturbation sz ,
by means of a PI regulator, in such a way that the amplitude
difference between the two signals converges to zero (i.e.,
|sy| − |sx| = 0). In such an operating point, (4) holds.
Therefore, the frequency f̃ and the phase shift ∠sy−∠sx are
monitored as the crossover frequency and the phase margin
of the considered control loop, respectively. The simple signal
processing proposed to extract the magnitudes and phase of
the two signal sx, sy is detailed in [9].

It is worth remarking that the amplitude of the injected
small-signal perturbation should be set in such a way that
the effects in the output currents and voltages due to the per-
turbation injection can be well tolerable (e.g., with respect to
the rated values). The information obtained by the monitoring
process may eventually be exploited to perform provisions that
keep the loop under investigation far from instability (e.g., by
auto-tuning the associated regulators).

IV. POWER-BASED DROOP CONTROL

As discussed in Sec. I, a controller which is able to
seamlessly switch from power flow control to droop control is
needed. On the basis of the widely adopted V-I droop control
block, a power-based droop controller is proposed for DERs
converters to fulfill this target [11].

A. Control scheme

Fig. 8 shows the scheme of this control approach. Compared
to the V-I droop controller shown in Fig. 2a, the power-based
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Figure 8. Scheme of the power-based droop control.

droop controller includes an external bounded power loop. The
corresponding droop function can be expressed as:

v∗o = V0 − rd · io + vs

= V0 − rd · io + (Pref − po) ·Gp(s)
(5)

where vs is the output of the power loop, Pref is a given
power reference, which can be generated according to the
status of the DERs or can be determined by the nanogrid
supervisor using non-critical communication, po is the output
power, and Gp(s) is the power regulator employed to regulate
to zero the error (Pref − po). It should be noted that vs has
an upper saturation level V maxs and a lower saturation level
V mins . The idea behind this scheme is to add an addition
degree of freedom, that is, vs, to the controller to increase
control flexibility. Thanks to this modification, as long as vs
is not saturated, the converter exactly tracks its given power
reference Pref in steady-state, while preserving all the merits
of the conventional droop control if operating isolated from a
stiff voltage source (e.g., a stronge GIC).

B. Operation modes

The operation modes of a single DERs converter imple-
menting the power-based droop control can be classified into
power regulation mode and bus regulation mode.

1) Power regulation mode: occurs when the output power
po of a DERs converter exactly follows its reference Pref ,
while the bus voltage is imposed (e.g., by other converters,
like the GIC). In this operation mode, local power needs can
be fulfilled by acting on Pref ; for example, local renewable
sources can operate at their maximum power points, local
storage can exchange power to restore a particular state-of-
charge (SoC).

2) Bus regulation mode: occurs when a DERs converter
takes charge of bus voltage regulation, while losing control
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Figure 9. Schematic of the laboratory-scale dc nanogrid prototype.

Table II
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter Symbol Value

Converters
Input voltage Vin 380V
Nominal bus voltage Vbus 200V
Nominal power Pn 3 kW
Inductance Lin 1.6mH
Output capacitance Co 160µF
Switching frequency fsw 12.5 kHz

Droop Loop
Voltage set point V0 200V
Droop coefficient rd 0.67V/A

Power Loop
Upper saturation level V max

s 10V
Lower saturation level V min

s −10V

of its output power, turning actually into a traditional droop-
controlled source. In this mode, the converter aims at balancing
the power within the nanogrid, then, its output power po is,
in general, not equal to the given power reference Pref and
the power loop saturates (i.e., vs is kept at its maximum or
minimum level).

3) Mode transitions: from the power regulation to the bus
regulation mode occur, for example, due to faults on the
upstream grid. In this situation, under the effect of the power
loop, vs deviates from its original steady-state value. Once
vs hits the saturation level, the controller degenerates to a
traditional droop controller and operates in bus regulation
mode. In this way, mode transitions are achieved seamlessly.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Fig. 9 shows the schematic of a laboratory-scale dc nanogrid
prototype. The setup is composed of three equal converters.
System parameters are listed in Table II.

A. Test of different droop control implementation methods

The steady-state and dynamic performances of the V-I droop
control and I-V droop control now considered and compared.

Firstly, the V-I droop control shown in Fig. 3 is implemented
on converter #1 and #2, and the GIC is disconnected from
the grid. The current loop and the voltage loop bandwidths
are designed equal to 1 kHz and 300Hz, respectively. The
transient corresponding to a load step is presented in Fig. 10.
The bus voltage shows a large undershoot (2V) during the

i1 [2.0 A/div]

i2 [2.0 A/div]

vbus [2.0 V/div]

iload [3.0 A/div]

Time: 5 ms/div

4.7V
2.7V

Figure 10. Transient response of V-I droop-controlled converters under a load
change. vbus offset: 200V.

i1 [2.0 A/div]

i2 [2.0 A/div]

vbus [2.0 V/div]

iload [3.0 A/div]

Time: 5 ms/div

3.1V 2.7V

Figure 11. Transient response of I-V droop-controlled converters under a load
change. vbus offset: 200V.

transient and stabilizes 2.7-V below in steady state. Then, the
I-V droop control shown in Fig. 5 is applied to converter #1
and #2. The results obtained considering the same load step
change are shown in Fig. 11. Compared with the results of
the V-I droop control, the bus voltage shows the same drop in
steady state, but significantly less undershoot (0.4V) during
the transient. These experimental results relate to the analysis
presented in Sec. II.

B. Test of the power-based droop control

The performance of the power-based droop control is tested
under different operation modes, as well as during the modes
transition process. Converter #1 and #2 employ the power-
based droop control method, while the GIC operates as a
constant voltage source.

When the GIC performs normally, converter #1 and #2
operate with power flow control. A power reference step
change from 0 kW to 1 kW is applied to converter #1. The
resulting dynamic performance is displayed in Fig. 12. The
output current i1 rises smoothly from 0A to 5A, with the
delivered output power correspondingly increasing up to 1 kW.
Accordingly, ig reduces by 5A to maintain the power balance.

The transition process is triggered by the opening of the
switch Sw, that is, the disconnection of the GIC. The acquisi-
tion in Fig. 13 shows a smooth transient of the converters from
the power flow control to the droop control. As a result, the



i1 [2.0 A/div]

i2 [2.0 A/div]

vbus [4.0 V/div]

ig [2.0 A/div]

Time: 200 ms/div

Figure 12. Transient response of Pref1 step: 0 kW→ 1 kW, with the GIC
operating with constant voltage control. Pref2 = 0kW. vbus offset: 200V.
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i2 [4.0 A/div]

vbus [5.0 V/div]

ig [4.0 A/div]

Time: 25 ms/div

Figure 13. Transition process of the seamless disconnection of the GIC.
Pref1 = 1kW and Pref2 = 1kW. ig offset: −4A, vbus offset: 200V.

nanogrid seamlessly transits from the grid-connected mode to
the islanded mode. This shows the effectiveness of the power-
based droop control method while transiting between modes.

A load step is applied while the GIC is disconnected.
Converter #1 and #2 operate with droop control before and
after the load step. The total load power is increased by 800W,
consequently, each DERs converter outputs 400W more, that
is, about 2A of output current each. The bus voltage decreases
by 1.4V due to the droop function.

i1 [1.0 A/div]

i2 [1.0 A/div]

vbus [5.0 V/div]

Time: 1 ms/div

Figure 14. Transient response of load step with the GIC disconnected.
Pref1 = 1kW and Pref2 = 1kW. vbus offset: 200V.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work presents an architecture of dc nanogrids and some
state-of-the-art techniques to coordinate the contributions from
the available distributed energy resources (DERs), featuring
plug-and-play operation and enhanced stability. Typically, the
droop control is employed to attain a natural repartition of the
power needs among the converters interfacing the DERs to
the dc distribution bus. Two main classes of droop control are
revised and analyzed, namely, the I-V droop and the V-I droop.
The I-V droop control is proven to have much less voltage
overshoot/undershoot than the V-I droop control during load
changes. Besides, droop controllers can be modified to have
more control flexibility. The power-based droop controller is
presented to enable power flow control in grid-connected mode
and seamless transitions from the grid-connected operation to
the islanded operation. On-line stability monitoring tools to
be applied to the most critical control loops are contemplated
to acquire useful information about the stability of the con-
verters populating the nanogrid. Experimental results from a
laboratory-scale dc nanogrid prototype are reported to show
the operation and the feasibility of the discussed methods.
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